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The Perfect 
Match





The perfect storage system
for today and tomorrow

Getting started

elfa®’s compatible and flexible storage system is made to 
make things easier for you throughout life. Drawers, pant racks 
and shoe racks all have the same measurements and match 
perfectly together – which makes it a piece of cake to plan, buy 
and assemble a closet. And to rearrange it when you need to. 
Which is a good thing if you have kids, since teddy bears and 
toys won’t be the most important things in their life forever. 
But as long as they are, gliding drawers are a good choice.

The same products are used in all solutions. 
For further information about our storage concepts 
please visit www.elfa.com.





Move the products around
just as you like

 

Give them 
some space

Being a teenager often means you throw your clothes 
in a pile on the floor at the end of the day. Is there any way 
to make keeping it tidy a little less exhausting for them? 
A good start is using the smart elfa® storage, that among 
other smart solutions contains a shoe rack where organizing 
your sneakers is as easy as one, two, three. 
  





Adapt your wardrobe
for different needs through life

Show off 
your clothes

If you think of it, your clothes look too good not to be  
admired. After all, you’ve spent some time choosing them, 
and they deserve to hang or lie where they can show off. 
With our compatible storage system, organizing your 
wardrobe is fun and easy, and even your favorite trousers 
get a place in the sun on the pant rack. 





Creating personal space
has never been easier

A place for 
your experiences

As years go by, your belongings become more important. 
They are often linked to a memory or a special occasion, 
and you want to treat them with respect. Why not start with 
giving your handbags a shelf basket of their own, and your 
scarves somewhere to hang? It’s very possible with 
elfa®’s flexible products.


